Potential and Existing Greenway Corridors Vision
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This pilot was generated for inclusion in the St. Clair County Master Plan - For county-wide reference only. No site-specific decisions should be inferred from these maps without independent verification of the information represented.

Sources:
The shoreline and rivers data were obtained from the Resource Mapping and Aerial Photography Section of the Land and Mineral Services Division of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources (MIDNR). GREENWAY CORRIDORS VISION illustrates existing, planned and schematic greenway corridors included in the Rails-to-Trails Conservancy (Michigan Chapter) regional vision. The corridors are based on public input and refined based on existing vegetation, flood prone areas, wetlands, property ownership, and planned open space. "Existing" - some agreements and/or protection is currently in place. "Planned" - indicates as open space or conservation in a planning document or in an activity being planned by a grass roots organization. "Concept" - potential greenway corridors based on resources and places identified in project planning workshops.

AREA HIGH SCHOOLS and RECREATION RESOURCE data were identified in the spring of 1996.

SELECTED PROPERTIES data come primarily from the 1990 plat book. Included are parcels of public ownership, public school ownership, private recreation use, private conservation use, or privately held parcels of significant size (generally over 150 acres). "Public Green Space" includes parks, cemeteries, river green areas, wildlife areas, and wildlife preserves; and public golf courses. "Other Public Lands" include school properties and campuses, hospitals, and some utility company lands. "Private Green Space" includes private parks, preserves, ranges and campgrounds; private cemeteries; and private golf courses. "Other Private Lands of Significant Size" include industrial and extractive lands, and other selected private holdings.
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